Music

Year 2 and 3
Spring Term

As musicians
we will
continue to
play the
ocarina –
songs from
WWII

Mathematics

Multiplication and division: equal
groups, arrays and times tables.
Measure: length and calculating with
money
Statistics: pictograms, bar charts and
tables

Religious
Education

Christianity –
Salvation

Design and
Technology
As designers we
will plan,
construct and
evaluate our own
Anderson
shelters

Literacy

We are… speakers, listeners,
readers, writers and performers.
Using ‘The Three Little Pigs’ story
we will continue to improve our
punctuation and grammar in our
story writing. Instruction writing for
three little pigs’ houses

Geography

As geographers we
will learn where in
the world WWII took
place and be able
to name and locate
different countries

Art

Science

PSHE
Using Jigsaw,
the children will
discuss ‘Dreams
and Goals’ then
‘Healthy Me’

Use a variety of
techniques to
produce
images
inspired by
Abram Games
propaganda
posters

As scientists
we will
identify and
compare a
variety of
everyday
materials

How did WWII affect the lives of children?
French

We will continue to practise
French greetings and learn
about French clothing, culture
and customs.

Christian Value
Trust is the foundation on which
all good friendships are built.
Trust takes years to build,
seconds to break.

Homework

WWII games for children.
Please see homework sheet for
further details

Physical Education

Gymnastics: balances and
sequences
Multi-skills – develop
running, jumping, throwing
and catching for games
Dance – sequence a range
of movements to create a
WWII inspired dance

Computing

As coders we will
understand what algorithms
are, and create and debug
simple programs

Spelling

We will learn
different
spelling rules
as well as
improving
knowledge
of common
words

Guided
Reading

As readers
we will
improve our
vocabulary
and
understanding
of texts

Forest School

We will identify different trees, plants and
mini-beasts. We will develop our teamwork
while using different resources and
equipment in a number of challenges.

History

As historians we will immerse ourselves
in the history of WWII, building a
knowledge of key events, dates and
figures. We will look closely at the affect it
had on the children at that time including;
evacuating, rationing and the blitz.
Ready to share with you at the end of
the term in our WWII Exhibition!

